“History is a continues chain of events. The present is only an extension of the past. He who does
not know his past cannot make the best of his present and future, it is from the past that we
learn... We gain experience and we take advantage of the lessons and results [of the past]. Then
we adopt the best and that which suits our present needs, while avoiding the mistakes made by
our fathers and grandfathers.
The new generation should have a proper appreciation of the role played by their forefathers.
They should adopt their model, and the supreme ideal of patience, fortitude, hard work and
dedication to doing their duty.”

Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan
the late president of UAE
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Part I
Al Hosn Research & Studies Centre is pleased to welcome
you to share our first publication titled

«Abu Dhabi & Pearls ... a story with a history»

Abu Dhabi geography and history

In this book which is divided into two parts, you will find the
true story of this fascinating treasure, the pearl, that had
distinguished the history of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi and
gave it its glory.
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Chapter 1: General

Introduction

The book has an introduction which consists of three sections which contribute to the following chapters.
These sections are as follows:
• Geography of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi
• Geology of Abu Dhabi - United Arab Emirates
• Navigation and Trade in the Arabian Gulf.

Chapter 2: Ancient

History

Dalma Island .. ancient Dilmon
While previous academic studies have sought to locate ancient Dilmon in Bahrain, this research argues
the case for identifying Dilmon with Dalma Island and the coast of Abu Dhabi Emirate

Umm Al Nar and its role in the interaction between the ancient
civilizations
This study deals with civilization of Umm Al Nar that represents the second period of the Bronze Age
(2700-2000 BC). It covers about seven centuries of that era. This civilization is called Umm Al Nar
on behalf of proportion to the island of Umm Al Nar in which this civilization was discovered. This
study also revealed the extension of this civilization to other regions and concluded that Umm Al Nar
civilization was a highly developed civilization, and the people who were living in this area in the second
half of the third millennium BC, enjoyed a high- class sense in the art of architecture and in stone
interlocking connecting the stones with each other, the art of pottery decoration and stone engraving.
In addition, they were in a contact with the external world and played a role in the cultural interaction
and commercial exchange with Mesopotamia and the Indus Valley Civilizations. At the beginning of the

Hili Burials, Al Ain City. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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search, the researcher paves the way for his study through reviewing cultures of people that proceeded
the era of Umm Al Nar, who lived in the same area.

The role of the Emirates area between the Mediterranean and
the Indian Ocean in ancient ages
This research discussed the role of the people of the Emirates as a commercial agent between the
nations of the Mediterranean sea and the Indian Ocean. The geographical location of the Emirates
and its overlooking the western coast of Arabian Gulf and the Indian Ocean via the Gulf of Oman has
contributed to make it a lifeline of international commerce in both ancient and modern ages. Not only
did the people of the Emirates import of goods and re-exported them, either between Mesopotamia or
the Indus Valley, but they have their own products especially fishing materials.

Commercial and cultural exchanges between ancient Egypt and
the Gulf region
This research reviews the relationship between Egypt and the Arabian Gulf coasts in Pharaonic age, especially
trade relations. Egypt needed, since prehistoric times, to some materials such as perfumes, precious and
semi-precious stones, pearls, frankincense, myrrh, kohl, cactus and other requirements of palaces, temples,
festivals, funerals and sacrifice gifts.Therefore, It initiated direct or indirect contact to areas of production of
such materials. Thus, It created communication with the Gulf & island coasts to obtain those materials.

Emirates and its commercial activity in the light of classical
sources (Greek and Roman)
This research monitored all geographical and historical information stated in the classical writings about
the Emirates in its ancient times, and it depicted pictures approximate image of the actual status of the
commercial activity of the Emirates in the first century AD, and the historical & cultural role by which
emirates contributed in overall cultural transformation in the ancient world.

Large Grains Pot, 1st Century BC, Hili settlement. Source: Al Ain Museum. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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Chapter 3: Islamic

era

Emirate of Abu Dhabi in the early Islamic Period
This research Concludes that the tribes of this area were the first to embrace Islam, kept its faith ,
maintained by, and greatly contributed in suppressing apostasy. After the elimination of apostasy, these
tribes navigated the sea and attacked the territory of Persia. After years of jihad they conquest Persia.
And the opening of Persia would have meant the final elimination of the Sasanian Empire.

Abu Dhabi Emirate during Umayyad period until the arrival of
the Portuguese 41 AH / 661 AD - 913 AH / 1507: historical study
This research complements the previous study, and deals with many themes including the movements
arose in Bahrain region against the Umayyad Caliphate in Damascus, and then the Abbasid Caliphate
in Baghdad, then Fatimids attempts to annex the territory of Bahrain to the sphere of Fatimid influence
against the Abbasid Caliphate, and the emergence of Arab Emirates such as the Emirate of Al Ayonyeen,
Al Asforyeen, the Kingdom of Hormuz and the Principality of Al Jobour.

The role of The Arabian Gulf in International trade during the
medieval period
This research addresses the importance of the Arabian Gulf as lifeline of the global trade in the Middle Ages.
Although there were many lands and sea routes to transport the products of the East to Europe, but the
Arabian Gulf route was the most preferred one. The result was that various ports bordering the Arabian Gulf
flourished, and was full of traders and goods. As well as the people of these cities engaged in commerce
and navigation, and became greatly associated with the sea. Indeed, the people of the Gulf were a major
factor in the international fame of the Gulf region through their proficiency in sailing and in shipbuilding since
old time. The people of the Gulf by virtue of their location overlooking the sea were pioneers in navigation
and in pilots for all want to pass the East seas. In addition to the Gulf route, also there was other trade route

Glass bottle. Source: Al Ain Museum. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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Chapter 4: Arrival

of Europeans in the Gulf region

Portuguese hallmarks on the waters of the Gulf
This study analyzes the reasons of the success of the Portuguese invasion to the Gulf region and its
domination over most of its sea ports and trade centres within a short period of time. It also discusses
the Portuguese domination collapse and the fall of Hormuz in 1622.

The British Presence in the Arabian Gulf through the East India
Company
This research addresses the role played by trade companies established by some European countries
in the process of colonial intrusion to the east, including the Arabian Gulf. The research discusses
the establishment of the British East India Company, and the presence of the British in India which is
geographically close to the Gulf region, , then their presence in the Gulf region, as they represent this
region at the time strategically, militarily and commercially in relation to British interests.

Dutch East India Company
This research discusses the Dutch presence in the Arabian Gulf through the Dutch East India Company.
It also reviews the Anglo-Dutch competition to control the trade in the Gulf, and reviews the political
situation of both countries in Europe and their impact on the activity of the two companies in the Arabian
Gulf, which ended with the collapse of the Dutch influence at the end of the first half of the eighteenth
century, when the Dutch company was forced to withdraw permanently from the area after the Arabs
had succeeded in suppressing the Dutch influence by destroying their last fortified ports at Kharg Island
in 1766.

Portuguese Galeão ship portrait, shooting canons in the Gulf at war. Source: Researcher.
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Chapter 5: Abu

Dhabi in modern history

A fresh look at the history of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi
This research presents a new image about some historical facts that have not previously taken out of
the traditional context. In order to avoid insufficiency in the general view of the subject, the researcher
thought to resort to the historic analytical and critical methodology i.e. not to comply with postulates
stated by other as indivisible true facts. The history -as we know- is a result of a dynamic world giving
the opportunities to undertake new viable and dynamic readings.

Abu Dhabi in the account of western Travelers
This research addresses the Westerners trips to the East, through which it is known that Abu Dhabi
contributed to the global economy since the beginning of modern history a great deal, and hit fame in
this regard with the pearl fishing, crafts and marine industries associated with this activity. That earned
Abu Dhabi, its coasts and islands a reputation. Western travelers who visited the Arabian Gulf region
has been singled in their records several pages talking about the Pearls and its extraction and the
activity of the people of Abu Dhabi. Pearl was the basic material which made Abu Dhabi coasts and
islands look like a glamorous city attracted by many western traders looking for fortune through trading
on pearls and gems in general. The researcher divided the trips into three categories:
1 - pearl traders trips

2 - British officials employees trips

3 - American missionaries trips

4 - oil explorer

Șir bani Yãs Island, Source: National Centre for Documentation and Research, Abu Dhabi.
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Chapter 6: British

political presence in the Emirates

Treaties and agreements between the Emirates and Britain (1800-1971)
This research deals with treaties and agreements concluded by the United Kingdom with the Emirates
for the duration of its presence in the Gulf about three and a half centuries. It discuses the most
important treaties and the real reasons of concluding them. the British administration gradually moved,
through these submissive agreements based on its armed forces, from water and islands to the coasts
and then to the mainland to achieve goals that differ with time due to the differences in the strategic role
for the location of the Emirates in terms of security, strategy, politics and then economics. When the
British left the Emirates, they were not able to limit for being numerous, therefore contented themselves
with the exchange of documents and the independence of the UAE to «cancel all agreements and
treaties», without limitation.

Relations between the Emirates and the British India 1805 - 1947
This research deals with the policy adopted by the British authorities in India in its relations with rulers of
the Emirates, aiming to strengthen their influence in the region. The first years of the nineteenth century
witnessed the beginning of the political relations between the British East India Company and the rulers
of the Emirates. Although the company was basically a trade company, but due to certain aspects it
gained political nature with the beginning of the nineteenth century. This research also addresses the
political, tribal situations, which were prevalent in Emirates coast, and the establishment of the Qawasim
alliance and Bani Yas alliance. And the superiority of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi in the reign of Zayed bin
Khalifa and his many attempts to get rid of British control. It also discussed the growing of economic
and strategic importance of the Emirates to Britain.

Emirates under the supervision of the British Foreign Office and
the establishment of the United Arab Emirates 1947-1971
This research discuses the British policy in the Emirates, after the decision to withdraw its military forces
from the Indian subcontinent further to the issuance of India and Pakistan independence law. Thus, the
historical role played by the Government of British India in the affairs of Arabian Gulf in general and the

Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan along with Sir Jeffry Arthur signing an MOU annulling previous treaties with UK, 1/12/1971.
Source: National Centre for Documentation and Research, Abu Dhabi.
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Emirates in particular, was ended where British Foreign Office assumed supervision over the affairs of
the Gulf, the Emirates to maintain the British interests there. The most important thing characterized the
supervision of the British Foreign Office, is that: it was more flexible and less stern than the Government
of British India, which assumed the affairs of the Gulf and the Emirates for a long period of time. It
also adopted more positive policy in an attempt to develop the area and especially the Emirates. This
study also addresses the development witnessed in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, the arrival of Sheikh
Zayed to power and the withdrawal of the British from the Gulf as well as the discussions regarding the
establishment of the United Arab Emirates.

British political Management in the Emirates ( 1949 - 1823 )
This research handles the administrative organization adopted by UK to manage its affairs in the Gulf
and the Emirates, aiming to strengthen its political and geo-strategic presence.

Chapter 7: social

life

Family life and pearling in the emirate of Abu Dhabi
This research reviews the features of family life in Abu Dhabi, which was full of many of the social
activities associated greatly with the development of the economic life. First and foremost of these
activities was pearl diving which was of great economic output, apparently reflected on the standard
of living of the Yasi family.It emphasizes the speciality of Yasi community, and that the genuineness, is
usually embedded in the social aspiration and behavior in order to maintain the identity and protect the
community from the strange and new incoming changes. This research deals with the traditions of the
individual from birth to death.

Role and work of Women at the Time of diving
This research deals with the nature of the works exercised by women at the time of diving. Woman in
Emirates found herself, and for hundreds of years participating in different fields of work to support the
family as a whole, while men travel for months in sea journeys to securee subsistence for their families.

A young girl of the Liwa with her Saluki. Source: Photograph by Ronald Codrai
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The impact of the pearl trade on traditional architecture
Many traders enjoyed prosperity and the fortunes earned from the pearl trade, which estimated to be in
millions rupees. This prosperity was reflected in the type and style of building.This research presents samples
of the buildings in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, where the traders had imported some kinds of raw materials
used in building their houses, the thing which contributed much to the diversity of patterns of buildings.

Chapter 8: heritage
Elements of the food Variety witnessed by ancestors and methods
of food preservation
Abu Dhabi community had witnessed a prosperous and unprecedented style of life during the second
half of the reign of Sheikh Zayed bin Khalifa. Pearl diving and its trade flourished and its demand
increased as a result of the life of luxury and prosperity that was experienced by Europe in that period.
The Pearl of the Gulf is one of basics of European welfare. Perhaps in this period the diversity in the
Abu Dhabi kitchen increased and new dishes whose materials were imported from European and other
markets emerged. After the collapse of the pearl diving industry the food substances were reduced.
However, our ancestors did not stand passive, but they used their inherent intelligence in adapting the
conditions and the exploitation of all that would be useful. And they worked to organize their economic
lives, especially the domestic economy in accordance with the principle of self-sufficiency. This research
deals with the food substances that were available at the time and methods of preservation and storage,
utensils and tools they used and some dishes known at the time and methods of preparation.

Our Fashions
The fashion is one of the physical representation of the identity of the community, ethnicity, cultures,
customs and traditions and the status of its member’s social and economic development. Like any other
society, the Emirati society had witnessed many social and economic conditions and changes ranging

Traditional attire. Source: Photograph by Ronald Codrai
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from poverty to richness. The emergence of oil and the economic boom and mixing with deferent
nations from all over the world, as well as cultural invasion, imposed some changes and modifications
in the fashion, especially women›s fashion. The fashion in the era of pearl was designed of luxury
fabrics imported from India and England. After the collapse of the pearling industry in the Gulf and the
emergence of Japanese pearl, the purchasing power of the local community decreased, forcing the
people to replace the expensive British cotton by fabrics of low price like the Japanese fabrics and
others. This research deals with fashion and ornaments of the Emirate of Abu Dhabi in the forties of the
last century and before.

Pastimes in the diving community
This research deals with the popular games practiced by Emirati people in the past.

Chapter 9: Oral

literature and Education

diving in the Poetry in the United Arab Emirates
This research studied and analyzed, the poems associated with diving. There are many poems
expressing the feelings of the bedouins sought a livelihood from the sea by fishing and diving, in a
harmony registered and documented what was happening and what occurred, and this poetry has
been passed from one generation to another.

Diving in the folk tales
This research deals with the impact of the sea in the folk tales as part of the human heritage, being
the most literary feature associated with the environment and expressing the changes, conveying the
genuine culture of the sea, according to the researcher. This research narrates certain events and
stories which reflecting the features of the diving community.

Diving in the folk tales by Amir. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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Education... and the role of pearls Traders
Pearl Traders at the time of diving played the role of government today from the economic aspect. They
became the financiers of education, educators and scholars in general. they were also supporting the
charity projects such as mosques. The Pearl trader was called: Charitable and benevolent as he used
to help the poor people and students, arrange Quran and advising sessions, also inviting scholars from
outside the country to teach people. In Abu Dhabi, Khalf bin Abdullah Al Otaiba was a renowned figure,
he founded Bin Otaiba School in 1903.

Proverbs
Proverbs represent the wisdom and experiences of people. They influence all aspects of social, economic

Part II

and political life, they also influence the natural environment, , whether desert or sea or agricultural. This
research reviews some of the proverbs emanating from the coastal or maritime environment of the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi.

Pearl... a story of life
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Chapter 1: Religious

and Cultural Significance of Pearls

Pearls in the Qur›an:
A Word pearl has been mentioned in many of the verses of holy Qur›an. Holy Qur›an strongly brought
the attention of Muslims to the apparent and concealed graces of Allah ( The God). Concealed graces
of Allah include the graces hidden in the seas.

Scientific miracles of Qur›an verses about seas and pearls
This research discusses the scientific miracles of the holy verses that talk about seas and pearls,
providing that the holy Qur’an is of miraculous nature displaying the secrets of the universe, and that,
there is a great consistency and harmony between the Holy Qur›an and with what is discovered by the
human beings.

Pearls in Arab Narratives
This research deals with the Arab pearl Narratives.

Pearls in the Arab heritage
This research reviews the Pearl as stated in the books of Arab heritage.
The study of pearl in the Arab heritage corrects a wrong thorny concept of the fact that Arabs are only
people living with the desert and camels, the Arabs were a maritime nation of high class, they sailed in
the sea and arrived in many countries, and was among their maritime activity exploration of the sea for
diving and the pearl extraction . Among other things, reviewed by the researcher in this research the
importance of what the Arabs invented from machines to help the process of diving through Heritage
Books and Manuscripts.

Source: Al Ain Museum. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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Chapter 2: The

Legend of Pearl

Pearls in tales and legends
This research focuses on some of the tales and legends associated with pearls. For example: the story of
Cleopatra and Antonio and the myth of Cupid, the God of love and Aphrodite the goddess of beauty in Greek.

Pearls in the Epic of Gilgamesh
Pearl was defined in the Epic of Gilgamesh as a strange plant and one of gods’ secrets. Like thistle
growing at the bottom of the sea, renew the youth and revive the life. The method of Gilgamesh diving
to deep to reach the plant mentioned in the epic, is the same way by which the divers dive for pearls.
The description of the plant coincide with the description of pearl oysters in Abu Dhabi diving sites.

Pearls in British and American Literature:
The researcher reviewed the most important writers and poets who mentioned the pearls in their writings
and poetry, particularly William Shakespeare, who employed the terminology of pearl in a very genius way.

Chapter 3: Natural and navigational conditions for the Pearl
The underwater habitat of pearls
In this chapter, the researcher spoke generally about the maritime environment of the Emirate of
Abu Dhabi and the livings including fishes, animal and plants living in the sea that form the favorable
environment for pearl. He also touched the living creatures living in the sea and tends to be dangerous
for the divers..

Contributions of Gulf Arabs in the seamanship and astronomical navigation
This research is discussing the navigational and astronomical skills of people of the Gulf and calculations
of Al dror where they used to follow. In addition, it reviews the maritime tools used in the sailing such as
and marine astrolabe, marine charts. It also handles how to detect pearls diving sites.

Aphrodite, Goddess of Beauty in ancient Greek by Amir. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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Chapter 4:

Pearl fishing and its trade

The Social, Economic and Political Structure Surrounding pearl
diving
This research focuses on pearls link to social, economic and political life

Diving for pearls in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi and its social
dimension
This research discussed how ships were used to be prepared and supplied with all requirement before
the start of the journey, which extends three months and how the sailors were prepared for the journey,
as well as describing the process of diving. This research also referred to the affairs of divers› families
during their absence in the sea, and their departure to Al Ain and Liwa oasis, and their return to the
coast.

Pearl Diving Sites
Clarifying of the names and locations in the UAE in general and Abu Dhabi in particular.

Pearl fishing in the Emirates coast and route of pearl trading
1790-1914, Emirate of
Abu Dhabi as a model .. A study in British sources
This research is focusing on the role of Abu Dhabi in fields of pearl fishing and trading, where where
there were big numbers of ships prepared and equipped by the Emirate itself in every season of pearling
fishing seasons.

Hasan Al Fardan with his collection of pearls. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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Diving Diseases: traditional and modern diagnoses
Divers were vulnerable to many diseases mentioned in many references, but they were not tackled
scientifically. This research discussed the symptoms and interpreted them medically.

Famous Tawawish and Saradilah in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi
This research is talking about most renowned tawawish and saradilah in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi and
famous pearl merchant in Abu Dhabi: Khalaf Bin Abdullah Al Otaiba.

Weighing Pearls
This research explained how pearl was weighed. We infer from the seal was found in graveyard dating
back to around 2000 BC at Hamad city in Kingdom of Bahrain that the same method of weighing
continued to be used since then up to the modern era. The seal shows an image of a man sitting
holding a two pan scale similar to pearl scale used by pearl merchants in the modern era.

Broker and its role in pearl trading
Traders usually deal with brokers to sell or buy pearl. Brokers have their skills in this regard, where
dealings are concluded secretly.

Merchant haggling whilst buying pearls. Source: Photograph by Ronald Codrai
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Chapter 5:

Centres for pearl Commerce

Centres within Abu Dhabi Emirate
Dalma first port in the Gulf for pearl fishing and trading
Dalma is one of the most important island in Abu Dhabi, and the most important island for pearl trading,
where there many diving sites of high-quality pearls. Dalma was a major commercial centre frequented
by traders from all ports in Arabian Gulf and India. All the pearl dealers in the past and present, confirm
that the pearls produced from Dalma pearl diving sites is the highest quality in the world, referring the
biggest pearl piece in the world which was collected from Dalma diving sites.
This research also reviews the famous Dalma’s pearls and the history of the island and its most important
historical landmarks.

Ghagha Island
Ghaga is the third most important island after Dalma and Abu Dhabi as a centre for pearl trading. This
research reviews the history of the island as stated by Mahanna Bin Butti Bin Hazeem Al Qubaisi. As
no information about the island in historical references, other than the discovery of imported utensils
backdated to the pre-Islam period, and been a secondary centre for pearl trading in early nineteenth
century.

Centres around the Gulf
The role of Basra port in pearl trading
Basra was an important centre for pearl trading, and through which the pearls were transported by
caravans to Aleppo and then Europe through the Mediterranean Sea. Basra also was linked with a
network of roads; Pearl found its way through this network to different countries.

The role of Linga port in the pearls trading
Linga was an important trading centre, especially the pearl trade in the eastern coast of the Gulf during
the second half of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century.

General view of Dalma Island. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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the research presented tables of imported and exported goods to and from linga seaport, the thing
which indicates that it was acting as mediator in importing goods from ports of abundant supply to
ports of demand. Also Emirates Pearl was marketed through Linga port.

Port of Muscat and its role in marketing Abu Dhabi pearl
Abu Dhabi considered the port of Muscat as a maritime outlet for its national economy, where the pearls
produced by the emirate, are exported through this port, which was linked to several international ports
of an economic weight. This research discusses the export of Pearl of Abu Dhabi from Muscat port
to Bangalore and Sind ports. From Muscat port to Mauritius and then to France. From Muscat port to
Batavia (Jakarta) then to Netherlands. From Muscat port to USA.

India as the largest global market for pearl trading
This research discusses trade with India in general. As India was the most important trading partner of
the Gulf. The role of Arab traders did not only restrict on the transport of goods from the Indian ports to
the Gulf region, but also they engaged in trade between the different indian ports. They were involved
- for example in rice trading as they used to purchase it from Bengal to sell it in Mumbai. Finally the
research discusses the role of Bombay Port in marketing pearls. It also discusses the Arab community
in Bombay including pearl merchants.

The role of Jeddah and Mecca in marketing Pearl of Abu Dhabi
Abu Dhabi and the Arabian Gulf pearls found its way to various parts of the world through the pilgrimages
convoys coming to Jeddah and Mecca for the Hajj season every year from the different parts of world
by sea and land. Every year the Caravans of pilgrimage were accompanied by a large number of
rich merchants who used not to come for Hajj only, but also for trading, taking the advantage of the
pilgrimage convoys which were more safe for their goods and money.

Aerial shot of Ghagha Island. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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Chapter 6:

Pearls and money

This chapter contains a rang of researches on the money since ancient times to the modern era. Pearl
was a luxurious commodity to bring cash money to Abu Dhabi. The currency of various kinds was
known in the markets of the emirate. Due to the lack of local currency in Abu Dhabi, different kinds of
coins in circulation were acceptable. Several of those currencies were circulated on the basis of weight.
And the researches in this chapter are as follows:
• Money … a general introduction
• Ancient currencies discovered in the United Arab Emirates and its economic role in the ancient
history of the region
• Currencies circulated in Abu Dhabi during the Islamic period (81-1200 H)
• Modern Currencies

Chapter 7:

Global Concern In Gulf Pearl

East Pearl in Rome:
This research studies the general conditions in Rome, which paved the way for the marketing of the
East Pearl, the effect of such marketing, the attitude of Romans towards the East pearl and finally, how
the Roman writers expressed the social and economic effect of this activity in their prose and poem.

Europeans and Gulf pearls
This research studied, the European interest in the Gulf pearl, and the journey of Columbus to search for
pearls. As well as it discusses the Europeans attempts to control Pearl diving sites using modern diving
equipment, but despite their repeated attempts they failed, as our ancestors were very keen to maintain

Pot full of silver coins is on display at Al Ain Museum now. ©Al Hosn Research and Studies Centre, Abu Dhabi.
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Arab character over pearl sites and forbidden the greedy foreign agents to dominate over their source
of subsistence, and kept the rich pearl sites in secret and only known for the area people.

Pearl in the Ottoman archive documents
Ottoman documents mentioned pearls and its uses. Also Ottoman Archive provided some statistical
information on pearl fishing in Abu Dhabi.

Chapter 8:

Collapse of the pearling industry

Global financial crisis and its Reflections on the Emirates: 1929-1933
This research discusses the role of pearl industry in the prosperity of the Emirates before the financial
crisis. The flourishing and spreading of the pearl trading in the different areas of the world all through the
nineteenth century up to the global financial crisis in the thirties of the twentieth century, had generated
great wealth, to the extent that, it is called the « pearl era». Fortunately, the collapse of the pearl industry
was followed by the «oil era». It means that nature has granted this area, unlimited sources of fortune to
keep it one of the richest areas in the world in the modern history.

Japanese Cultured Pearl
This research reviews the beginnings of implanting the Japanese pearls, Which directed a painful stroke
to Gulf pearls, and it was among other reasons eventually led to the collapse of the pearl industry in the
Gulf region. This research included group of the most famous pearls Mikmoto.

Oyster before the pearl extraction. Emirates Diving Association, Dubai.
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Chapter 9:

Future of Pearl

Sustainable development and the future of the Pearl
This research deals with the concern of the UAE in the protection of the environment in general and the
maritime environment in particular, it also deals with efforts exerted to give more attention to diving and
pearl collection.

The Australian pearl-shell and pearl industries: from resources
raiding to sustainable forming
It is worth noting the experience of Australia in the field of manufacturing pearls. Australia had many
natural pearl diving locations, but they were severely harvested looking for the shells in particular to be
used in many products, mainly in the manufacturing of buttons. The introduction of artificial alternatives
to pearl-shell in the fifties of the twentieth century devastated the industry, which already was in decline
from over-harvesting.
Accordingly, Australia adopted a new technique, based on resource husbandry rather than exploitation,
and with pearls rather than pearl-shell as its product.
Now, more than 90% of the total Australian production of pearls is exported. These are worth more than
$150 million per year.

Pictures Section: Pearls and Oysters in 7000 years
This chapter consists of pictures, and been divided as follows:
Pearls in emperors, kings and sultans crowns and palaces furniture
Pearls in jewelry
Pearls in clothes and fashion
Pearls in paintings
Oysters and shells

Source: Emirates Diving Association, Dubai.
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